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Abstract—Currently the time to start planning a trip is common that the user makes use of the Internet in order to obtain through other people’s comments certain recommendations for a hotel, what to see, how transported, etc. But when seeking information about a hotel, there are specialized websites through the feedback of users recommend to hotels, leaving out the user comments. This paper proposes a methodology to recommend hotels classifying the comments made by users. As a case study using the comments found on the TripAdvisor site belonging to a Mexican port hotels. The objective is to analyze ontologies through the collective intelligence source that is in the comments.

Index Terms—Recommender, e-tourism, semantic web, social networks, collective intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently when planning a trip is common for people to perform an Internet search, since it is the main source of information on tourist destinations for travelers. Simply perform a search on a destination to display millions of results of websites that contain comments, this causes the user to see oversaturated with information, and therefore spend reading only some few comments or otherwise resort to a travel agency.

Internet is considered as the largest travel agency, to be available around the clock, and having too many Web sites dedicated to tourism. People often want to do a search to know the recommendations or opinions that other users have made through specialized tourism sites, tourist spot on the next visit. It is for this reason that the tourism sector is a suitable candidate for the Semantic Web, as mentioned in [1].

In a study by [2] found that the user when making queries related to tourism, access the Web to answer the following questions: Where to go? What means of transportation used to get to the place to visit? What hotels are recommended to stay?

What are the places to visit on the next trip? But although it is known that the common user questions, there has been much emphasis on trying to answer precisely what the user wants to know. For instance, [3] proposed a system that recommends sights Web-based tourist profiling where uses ontologies to make recommendations that satisfy this. Therefore the use of semantics and ontologies could support the user and help him/her to find answers to commonly asked questions.

This paper proposes comment classifier hotels of the port of Mazatlan Sinaloa, Mexico. This port has been chosen to be in one of the countries that capture currency each year from tourism, in addition Mexico is considered as a favorite tourist destination among foreign and domestic tourism [4]. The goal is to support the potential tourist in search for a hotel, to classify automatically comments, made to a particular hotel. In the classification process ontologies are used in order to capture the semantics of the comment. Then the user is seen the result of the recommendation and hotel location on a map. We have used the Web site TripAdvisor as a supplier of comments.

This work is organized as follows: Section II presents the state of the art related to this proposal; Section III describes the methodology used to carry out the process of gathering information and classification of reviews; Section IV presents the results of the designed system and in Section V we discuss the conclusions and future work.

II. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Tourism has become the world's largest industry and its growth shows a steady increase year by year. Given this scenario, it highlights the fact that Mexico is among the top countries in the world that receives more visitors each year. There are currently only specialized Web sites provide information on Mexico (http://www.visitmexico.com/), however they do not support the tourist in decision-making, it is the responsibility of the tourist to analyze all that information. However if it wants to continue as a preferred tourist destination among tourists, they should propose me

The information currently in the sights is wasted due to the interoperability of the same. However in [5] they mentioned that the problem of interoperability in tourism data can be solved with the emphasis on the combination of social consensus supported by the application of new technologies. This is supported by the source of information in the comments given by the various tourism Web sites. Note that travel blogs have a source of information based on the experiences of tourists [6], leading to a collective intelligence, and it is notorious to observe the increased participation of users in recent years in these blogs.

Day-by-day increased communication via computer, allowed greater exchange of information. In [7] there are some benefits of using social (information) networks involving people who have common interests, but different experiences. One advantage of having information networks is that they allow informal communication, and this increases the chances of exchanging information, fostering a source of confidence among users. In [8] it is commonly referred to sites with information exchange to analyze the collective behavior, because it is difficult if not possible to
analyze a user individually.

There are currently OntoGuate systems like [9] which aim to create a knowledge management system for various sectors including tourism highlights. This system is based on an ontology that can capture information from all stakeholders (users, businesses) through an online system, and specific searches.

The Project on Tour [10] works as an assistant focused on semantic search suggests the tourist hotels. This project is based on the use of ontologies.

There are projects like Harmonise [11], which aims to enable interoperability between different ontologies developed to strengthen standards in the tourism sector, this project has been developed for the European Union countries.

There are Web sites like TripAdvisor tourist sector [12] or Expedia [13], however these Web systems are dedicated to give recommendations based on the feedback from tourists and neglecting the information given by the user comments. In [14] they mentioned that when analyzing the collective intelligence expressed in comments we should consider some factors such as: The users are from different countries, have different culture, share certain common affinities, etc., which may cause the resulting comments a bit confusing when you read.

Analyzing a comment you must have a goal to know what is going to get from this, as [15] indicated. Then identifying keywords through comments made in an information network can establish a connection between where the user has made a comment. In [16], they also agree that a few keywords in the review help to identify where the user has made that comment.

Other factors may be considered in a review, as described in [17], where they only used the coordinates and time where the comment was made to make a geographical characterization of an area.

Other advances found in the analysis of social networks are in [18], where it is mentioned that it is possible to obtain a measure of semantic similarity in data using weight in concepts. They propose the use of a pre-defined ontology for data classification. They mention that the data analysis has a main goal the interoperability data.

In [19] tourism information analysis is done using tweets. They classify and identify concepts in different categories. The concepts analysis is done using fuzzification techniques and a count is made to identify classification corresponds to each concept.

Among the tourist sites there is a source of information or knowledge that needs to be explored in order to obtain information synthesized and especially useful for users. In conclusion, we must harness the collective knowledge to meet collective needs. This paper proposes the use of ontologies to perform automatic classification of the comments made at hotels, in order to support the tourist in decision making when choosing a hotel.

III. METHODOLOGY

Mexico through the Ministry of Tourism (SECTUR) makes available to users only Web pages that provide tourist information, however it does not help the tourist in a more thorough search. Then the user wants to have a review of a hotel, he should spend a lot of time to read some comments to form their own opinion. This is a waste of time for the potential tourist. This proposal proceeded to analyze the comments and found certain patterns of keywords, which were repeated when reading the comments. These keywords have common sense, and considering that the Spanish language has a rich vocabulary; these words were classified through ontologies. These concepts are within each ontologies have some weight, which is linked to the frequency of use of the word in the analyzed comments. Fig. 1 shows a fragment of our methodology.

Fig. 1 shows that we get the reviews of the hotels (in this case we used the hotels located in the port of Mazatlán, Sinaloa), from the TripAdvisor website, then we proceed to analyze all the comments of each hotel using ontologies. This is intended to prevent the user from having to read all comments. So that once the user selects a hotel is automatically given a recommendation expressed in qualitative terms: For example the comments on hotel "x" say that it is regular.

We have considered the following classifications: “bad”, “fair” and “good” to recommend a hotel and we are defined them in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>The bad concept states that the hotel is considered bad in terms of amenities and services offered. Therefore there is not a convenient option to stay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>The concept fair means that the hotel is a good place, but not the best option. The fair term suggests that the hotel lacks some amenities or services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>The good concept indicates that the hotel meets the expectations of being a great place to stay. In a matter of amenities is quite acceptable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The qualitative result is provided by the system once the comments are analyzed using ontologies; this is achieved with a strong recommendation of the hotel. The usefulness of analyzing the comments by ontology is that it avoids the subjectivity of the user to read reviews, and makes use of

---

1 Comment translation of Fig. 1 (from Spanish). This hotel has the amenities you need to spend with the family without having to ask for more, the rooms have a modern décor and the service is very good. There is a restaurant (with delicious food) and bar, overlooks the boardwalk. Very nice. *
collective intelligence embedded in these reviews.

Here are the steps that comprise the methodology used in this research.

A. Gathering Information

The TripAdvisor website is considered one of the most visited travel websites according to [20]. Through this site the user can search for hotels in certain cities, and see a list of detailed comments. On this site there is an active involvement of users, because after commenting on a hotel they provide its rating. But reading the comments, sometimes there are some discrepancies between the written text and the rating given by the user.

For this research we used selected comments on this website for two weeks of the Easter, resulting in an amount of 686 comments analyzed. It is noteworthy that the comments collected were those found in Spanish.

![Fig. 2. Methodology used to classify the comments.](Image)

**TABLE II: INFORMATION ABOUT EXPERIMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyzed geographic zone</td>
<td>Mazatlan, Sinaloa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period of analysis</td>
<td>March 29 - April 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of analyzed comments</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hotels in the</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Ontologies Design

After considering the comments, they were classified into three groups: feedback “bad”, “fair” and “good” (see Table 1). It should be emphasized that the site TripAdvisor has five classifications of hotels which are: bad, poor, fair, very good, and excellent. We reduce the number of these classifications for the sake of simplicity. The goal of simplification is to avoid ambiguities, because a user in most cases confuses the difference between a very bad hotel and a bad hotel.

Within the classifications proposed we proceeded to find the recurring words in the comments and once they were identified we were searched respective synonyms to further expand the number of words. It highlights the fact that some words are expressions composed of words frequently discussed in the comments. Later with the words classified, three ontologies were created to thereby perform the analysis of the comments. In total 46 concepts are handled for an ontology called bad, 28 concepts for the ontology called fair and 68 concepts for the ontology called good.

For example, a fragment of the ontology fair is shown in Fig. 2.

In the following, there are some of the most representative items (with their respective weight) of each ontology (Fig. 3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent (5)</td>
<td>Improve (5)</td>
<td>Worse (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great (5)</td>
<td>Insufficient (5)</td>
<td>Awful (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (4)</td>
<td>Improved (4)</td>
<td>Dirt (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cute (3)</td>
<td>Unfortunately (3)</td>
<td>Dirty (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly (2)</td>
<td>Observations (2)</td>
<td>Disgust (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servicable (1)</td>
<td>Except (1)</td>
<td>Lack (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Some ontological concepts according to the proposed classification.](Image)

Once we have all three ontologies, we proceeded to give a weight to each of the concepts within them. The weight is a function of the number of times that a word appears in the total feedback analyzed. For example the concept excellent weighs 5 unlike cute concept has a weight 3.

C. Comments Classification

After considering the comments of each hotel, we proceeded to analyze each of them, so that we do three summations corresponding to the sum of the concepts weight of the good ontology, fair ontology and bad ontology. A weight is added for each ontology concepts found within the comment. The following formula (1), explains the classification performed:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{concept(weight)}$$

Finally we review the values of the summations and one that has a higher value, which is predominant in rating the comment. This first approximation allowed comments evaluation that resulted a bit ambiguous. But after this satisfactory results were obtained.

Once we determine the amount of good, fair and bad comments for every hotel, we took the greatest value given by (1) to say whether the hotel is good, fair or bad.

IV. RESULTS

This methodology was tested with individual comments in order to verify its validity. And these ones were obtained from TripAdvisor. In the following, there are some comments that were reviewed and evaluated.

I do not recommend at least to stay in this hotel, transforming your holiday in the most terrible experience thanks to the tantrums that can one go to see the depressing rooms, horrible mattresses full of ants, or not being able to sit in the chairs as it hits you painting with the thousand of dandruff, smelly sheets as well as their pillows, it is the worst hotel I have ever been, I do not recommend it at all.

This comment highlights to the naked eye the fact of being dissatisfied with the service provided by the hotel. Evaluating this comment, we obtained that the number of items classified as bad is higher with respect to other remaining concepts classified in ontologies. So this comment is classified as bad.

More precisely, according to the formula (1) we obtain:
Another comment that has been analyzed and was rated good is:

*This hotel has the amenities you need to spend with the family without having to ask for more, rooms have modern decor, besides that the service is very good they have a restaurant with delicious food and bar, it overlooks the boardwalk very cute.*

Once again in this comment, more concepts classified as good are repeated, and to read the text carefully note that this comment does not disqualify the hotel at any time.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{46} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 0 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{28} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 4 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{68} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 17
\]

To determine the recommendation of the hotel, we considered the amount of *good, fair and bad* comments. The greater is the amount of comments bigger is its influence when classifying the hotel.

The system functionality is shown in Fig. 4.

On the screen you select the hotel that you want to see the analysis of the comments. In order to be more understandable, the number of comments classified as good, fair and bad is shown. Finally, the map showing the location of the hotel and the result of the process of the comments evaluation is displayed.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{46} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 34 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{28} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 7 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{28} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 7
\]

Considering the value of the summations yields the highest value, which is the sum of ontology bad. So the comment is classified as bad.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{46} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 0 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{28} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 4 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{68} \text{concept}(\text{weight}) = 17
\]

Considering the value of the summations, the value of the sum of the ontology good is the predominant to classify the comment.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The Web has become a source of information which people uses searching for travel information. However most of the time that information is expressed in the form of comments, which results in a waste of time the user spent to read the information and analyze it. This paper presents an approach to computer analysis of the comments found on a website like TripAdvisor in order to obtain automatic classification of a hotel. We propose the use of ontologies to assist the analysis of these comments. The purpose is to prevent the vote as a parameter of recommendation and use collective intelligence embedded into these comments.

The major challenge encountered is the accuracy of the results, because sometimes the comments are confusing. An important factor is that the Spanish language allows ambiguity, by having lots of synonyms. However with data statistical analysis, using semantic similarity technique is possible to have more relied on results. And this represents future work.
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